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INEZ BIOGRAPHY
Ines Brodbeck, born 1981 in Arlesheim, grew up in Basel‘s countryside with Cuban roots
and lots of music. She worked in agriculture for three years after graduation, and was
already travelling at the tender age of 20. Amongst other places she travelled through
Havanna Cuba, the home country of her father, who had already passed away. It was a
place that brought her tremendous musical inspiration. Not long afterwards it became clear
to her that the path she treads belongs to music. She decided to get a degree in music at
the music academy in Basel, department of Jazz, Latin-Percussion.
Since her graduation from her masters degree in 2010 she has been working as a
self-employed musician and composer.
During the last few years she gained a plethora of experiences with a number of different
bands and theatre productions. Her debut album, Fiction Folk, was released in 2012, by
the German label Foxtonesmusic. The womens trio (INEZproject) together with two other
singers led her into using her voice on a more regular basis. It also inspired an increased
usage of the guitar as an additional instrument on stage, as well as a tool to aid in
composition. With the grand formation “INEZ <<for my friends>>” she successfully brought
a grandiose live band onto the stage while also publishing a self-produced album.
One day after the release on April 1st 2017, through a wonderful coincidence, she met
the singer, guitarrist and producer Gabriel Sullivan from Tucson, Arizona. He appeared on
stage with his band XIXA at the Kaserne in Basel and participated as the support-band with
‘Jaro Milko & the Cubalkanics’. Gabriel Sullivan had already been touring through
Europe and the USA for years, amongst others with ‘Giant Sand’, and is one of the most
innovative musicians in Arizona.
Gabriel and Ines immediately noticed that there was a wonderful resonance between the
souls of their music. Shortly after, Ines decided to journey to Tucson Arizona to record her
third album „NOW“ in his studio, with Gabriel as the producer.
After two weeks of intensive cooperation the production was more or less in hand. Also
featured on the album are Winston Watson (XIXA, Bob Dylan), Ryan Alfred (Calexico),
Connor Gallaher (Calexico) and Craig Schumacher (Calexico).
March 2018 marked Ines‘ second journey into the Arizona desert to record music videos for
her new album.
Since two years she works and performs music with the musicians Fabian Gisler (BS) and
Eric Gut (BS). They present both pre-existing, as well as new repertoire while performing
live.
Over time, researching, learning new things, writing songs and bringing together musicians
from all genres became somewhat of a personal speciality.
“I enjoy crossing borders to continue reorientating myself anew. Bringing together different
worlds makes me incredibly happy!”
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Artist: Inez
Homebase: Basel, Switzerland
Label: Czar Of Crickets Productions
Catalog Nr: CZAR081 (CD) / CZAR082 (LP)
Labelcode: LC-15207
Format: CD / LP (LP Only available directly through INEZ)
Barcode: 7640130010819 (CD) / 7640130010826 (LP)
Run Time: 41 Min
Release: 24. May 2019
Genre: Mystic Americana Desert Pop
For Fans of; Hindi Zhara, lhasa, Isobel Campbell, Mark Lanegan,
Calexico, Xixa, Danger Mouse & Daniele Luppi
Tracklist incl. ISRC:
1. Hoy			
2. In A Minute		
3. Prophet			
4. Man From War		
5. Buchblatter
6. Guajiro Negro		
7. Verano			
8. Rising Sun		
9. Nothing To Do With You
10. Rolladen		
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CH5111900032
CH5111900033
CH5111900034
CH5111900035
CH5111900036
CH5111900037
CH5111900038
CH5111900039
CH5111900040

Discography:
2015 – Fiction Folk
2017 – For My Friends
2019 – NOW
LineUp:
Ines Brodbeck (vocals/guitar/mandoline/violine)
Gabriel Sullivan (vocals/guitar/mandoline/doublebass)
Ryan Alfred (bass/synth/winston watson drums)
Connor Gallaher (special guest - catfish guitar solo on track 1)
Craig Schumacher (special guest – harp on track 4)
Internet:
www.inez-music.com
www.facebook.com/inezsound
www.instagram.com/brodbeckines
Shows:
May 23rd 2019: DE-Mannheim, Einraumhaus
May 25th 2019: CH-Basel, Sommercasino
June 6th 2019: CH-Zürich, Moods
Aug. 2nd 2019: CH-Basel, Marina
Aug. 3rd 2019: CH-Bern, Ostfest

